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l.
He died of myasthenia gravis in 1996. His later works included The Windfall, on the Adam and Eve
story, and The Hollow in the Hills, on his personal philosophy. Mter the death of his mother, whom he hadn't
seen in the 15 years after his father died, he felt free to write the autobiographical Enchanted Places and The
Path Through the Trees. But his literary success was eclipsed by his father's works that "filched from me my
good name and had left me with nothing but the empty fame of being his son." FTP name this Briton, who
himself renamed his favorite toy bear from Edward to Winnie the Pooh.
Answer: Christopher Robin Milne (accept Christopher Milne)

2.
His n Cavallo, at 24 feet high, the largest equine statue in the world, stands today in Milan, where Duke
Ludivico Sforza commissioned it in the 15th century. Of course, it was only unveiled this month, after Nina
Akamu oversaw its creation from the original plans in New York. For 10 points, name this artist, born in
Florence in 1452, who also never saw the full fruition of another of his ideas -- the helicopter.
Answer:
Leonardo da Vinci [accept either Leonardo or da Vinci]
3.
Its generic name is methylphenidate; its most common side effects are decreased appetite and difficulty
falling asleep. It works by prolonging the time during which dopamine and norepinephrine remain active. FTP
name the drug most often used to treat attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
ritalin
Answer:
4.
It became a constitutional monarchy in 1964 and a republic in 1974. While many Third World nations
became independent around that time, this one was European. It had been controlled by Phoenicia, Greece,
Carthage, Rome, the Arabs, the Normans in Sicily, Spain, France, and Great Britain, as well as the Knights
Hospitallers. FTP name this island nation with its capital at Valletta.
Answer:
Malta
5.
In learning theory it's used as an equivalent for interference by prior or subsequent learning, while in
psychoanalytic theory it means control by the superego of impulses from the id. It differs from repression in
that restraint is applied before the impulse is expressed. FTP give this term for the restarint of an impulse,
drive, activity, or desire, which in Rod Stewart's "Tonight's the Night" is used 180 degrees wrong.
Answer:
inhibition
6.
You might think any question with the words "Bolivian coast" is just wrong. That's because Chile
seized the entire Bolivian coast, including the port of Antofagasta to forestall Bolivia's threatened confiscation
of a nitrate operation in the Atacama Desert. By 1880 Bolivia was landlocked and for good measure Chile was
whipping up on Peru. FTP name this Latin American war of 1879 to 1883.
Answer:
War of the Pacific
Odin's Valkyries could only carry half the fallen warriors to Valhalla. The others were personally
7.
claimed from the battlefield by this first wife of Odin, who in Teutonic variants is often one and the same with
his second wife Frigga. FTP name this Norse goddess oflove and beauty.
Freya
Answer:
8.
Its definition does not include any reference to angles. You can determine its area by determining the
product of its diagonals and dividing by 2, or by multiplying its base by its altitute. Examples can be found on
playing cards. FTP name this quadrilateral with two pairs of straight, parallel sides, all of equal length.

Answer:

rhombus

9.
The King of Bohemia. The Archbishops of Cologne. Mainz, and Trier. The Count of the Rhenish
Paltinate. The Margrave of Brandenburg. And the Elector of Saxony. FTP these seven officials had vested in
them the right to choose, FTP, what office?
Answer:
Holy Roman Emperor
10.
It was made of crystal, ivory, and brass. We never learn the name of its inventor. We do find out that
as the sun and moon are dying, giant crabs are the dominant animal life on Earth, and we also learn of an earlier
phase (in the 803,000th century) with the enervated Eloi and their dependence on the brutal Morlocks. FTP
name the object that gave us such knowledge, and you've named the 1895 novel by H.G. Wells.
The Time Machine
Answer:
11.
He owns Leapfrog, which makes toys that teach kids reading, and Children's Discovery Centers of
America, a chain of270 day care centers. He owns part of Nobel Education Dynamics and has ties to both
Hasbro and MatteI. He & his brother Low~ll have given over a thousand teachers $25,000 cash awards for
excellence -- and his foundation doesn't ask for applications, since some might be squeamish about seeking
money from a convicted felon . FTP name this poster child for '80's insider trading, whose philanthropy hasn't
quite blocked out memory of his 22 months in the Federal slammer for securities fraud .
Answer:
Michael Milken
12.
It's typically flanked to the south by either grassland or deciduous forest. Animals tend to be small ones
living on seeds and twigs because plants suitable for grazing are crowded out by the dominant spruce, pine, and
fir. It's characterized by severe winters and persistent snow covers. FTP name this biome, extensive in Canada
and Russia, which grades unevenly into tundra to its north.
Answer:
taiga (accept Northern coniferous forest; do NOT accept tundra)
13.
His collaboration with Igor Stravinsky continued after Stravinsky'S death with Symphony in Three
Movements, Violin Concerto, and Duo Concertante. This was almost half a century after he'd choreographed Le
Chant du Rossignol and Apollo for Diaghilev's Ballets Russes. FTP name this Russian-American cofounder of
the School of American Ballet and the New York City Ballet.
Answer:
George Balanchine
14.
At the age of 16, she was found unconscious by Colonel Wolfman with amnesia and a scar on her left
cheek. Three years later, she is a special agent working for "Delta Red", a special forces division ofM-16 and is
later told that she once was Bison's lover. For ten points, name this female introduced in Street Fighter II.
Cammy
Answer:
15.
Matty Windrave is a British child who survives the fire-bombing of London, but the trauma of the event
causes him to lose his memory, and his burnt skin makes him an outcast. He finds refuge in a used book store,
where he meets two girls attempting to fire-bomb a young Arab prince who attends their school - Matty foils
their attempt, falling on the bomb himselfin order to save the prince. For 10 points, identify this 1979 novel
about grace and sanctity, written by William Golding.
Answer:
Darkness Visible
16.
The protagonist is insensitive to the people closest to him, especially the two women he's dating -- the
schoolteacher Indigo Downes and the singer Clarke Betancourt, whom he eventually loses to his saxophone
player. FTP name this examination of the life of jazz trumpeter Bleek Gilliam, a 1990 joint by Spike Lee.

Answer:

Mo' Better Blues

17.
A protege of ardent eugenicist Otmarvon Verschuer, he is presumed to have drowned in Brazil in 1968,
where he'd managed to escape thanks to the absence of the customary SS tattoo under his left annpit. Wounded
on the Eastern front, he got a less risky assignment which allowed him to pursue his special interests in twins
and dwarves. FTP name this physician, infamous for his sadistic "medical" experiments at Auschwitz.
Answer:
Josef Mengele
18.
What little is known of her life is that her husband died in 1001 and that she entered the service of the
Empress Shoshi in 1005. Her Sarashina Nikki or diary reveals both humility and pride about the fame of her
novel by 102l. FTP, name this Japanese author of The Tale o/Genji.
Answer:
Murasaki Shikibu
19.
Without observations of this, we could not analyze the spectra of transition metals. Electronic spin
resonance and nuclear magnetic resonance exemplify it with regard to unpaired electrons and nuclei. As
predicted, the impact of applied magnetic fields on atomic or molecular energy levels may be observed in their
optical spectra, FTP name this effect, whose discoverer shared with H.A. Lorentz the second Nobel Prize for
Physics in 1902.
Answer:
Zeeman effect
20.
He reigned for two decades in Judah and solidified the peace with the northern kingdom, perhaps by
subordinating himself to Ahab. Despite his alliance with the sinful Ahab, he sought to counter the cult of Baal
and appointed Levites to most of his judiciary posts. FTP name this Biblical king, for whom there is no
evidence that he ever did any jumping.
J ehoshaphat
Answer:
2l.
It includes the story of the dentist, ironically named Dr. Lincoln, who refuses to treat the author's teeth
for reasons of race. It also describes the five years the author remained silent, fearing her words had the power
to kill after her uncles murdered the man who raped her at age 8. FTP name this autobiography, the first in a
series by Maya Angelou.
Answer:
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
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1.
As Ben might say, I've had this dream. Identify these paintings of reclining female nudes FTP each.
A. This 1800 oil on canvas by Francisco Goya shows the Duchess of Alba.
Answer: Maja Desnuda or Naked Maja
B. This 1863 Manet portrait of a courtesan outraged the Paris Salon.
Answer: Olympia
C. This 1538 painting by Titian inspired both Goya & Manet. The title figure has a garland in her hair.
Answer: Venus ofUrbino
2.
Name these characters created by Francois Rabelais, 5-10-15 .
A. This guy is the son of Gargantua and Badebec.
Answer: Panta~ruel
B. She is the mother of Gargantua
answer: Gar~amelle
C. He is Pantagruel's greatest friend, with whom he fights the Dipsodes and roams the Latin Quarter.
Answer: Panur~e
3.
Did you know that it's illegal in the state of Missouri to use X-rays to sell shoes? Well, fortunately it's
not illegal to use them for astronomy, so in that vein, answer the following. No lead blankets are required.
1) This apparently major constituent of the mass of the universe is detected by X-ray emission caused by
gravitational disturbances. There are two main types, theoretically, machos and wimps. What's the general
term, for five points?
A: dark matter
2) This is the collapsed remnant of a star of around a solar mass. About 10,000 times denser than lead, they
tend to be about the size of the earth. For 10 points, what type of star is the normal end product of the stellar
life cycle?
A: white dwarf
3) This is the inner radius of an accretion disk. The magnetic field from the central compact object exerts a
pressure on the inward flow of gas that is comparable to the dynamic pressure of the flow. For 15 points, what
is this distance?
A: Alfven radius
4.
Identify these treaties that the US forged with Great Britain in the 19th century FTP each.
A. This 1817 convention and treaty provided for the bilateral disarmament of the Canadian border.
Answer: Rush-Bagot
B. This 1842 treaty settled the boundary between Maine and New Brunswick which had started the Aroostook
War.
Answer: Webster-Ashburton
C. Though it was drawn up in Geneva, this 1871 treaty that settled the Alabama claims was named for
American city in which it was signed.
Answer: Treaty of Washington
5.
For 5 points each, given a work, identify its Romantic Era composer.
Answer: Carl Maria von Weber
A) Der Freischutz
B) Carnaval for Piano
Answer: Robert Schumann
C) Symphony #4 in A, "Italian"
Answer: Felix Mendelssohn
D) Symphony #8 in B, "Unfinished"
Answer: Franz Schubert

E) Capriccio Espagnole
Answer: Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov
F) Symphony #6 in B, "Pathetique"
Answer: Pyotr Tchaikovsky

6.
30-20-10, identify this author from a list of works.
30) Hay Fever, in which each member of an English family invites a guest for the weekend, only to spend the
entire weekend playing word games only the family understands .
20) Cavalcade, which traces an English family from the Boer War to the end ofWWI, with a bit on the Titanic
thrown in for good measure.
10) Blithe Spirit, in which a woman returns from the dead to haunt her husband's new wife.
Answer: Noel Coward
7.
30-20-10, identify this military campaign.
30) It really began when an invading force attacked approximately 350,000 non-combatants, slaughtering about
250,000 of them at Toulon-sur-Arroux.
20) The invading force pursued a rebel band, and laid siege to them at Avaricum, killing 40,000 more. The
leader, Vercingetorix and 800 men escaped to Gergovia, where they routed the invaders. Finally, Vercingetorix
was captured at the Siege of Alesia.
10) The leader of the invaders, Roman proconsul, Julius Caesar, commented in writing on this campaign at some
length.
Answer: Gallic Wars (accept logical equivalents)
8.
Sure, you've heard about Ytterby, Sweden. And, you think you know everything about it, since you can
name all four elements named after it. Mm-hmmm. For 10 points each, answer these questions.
a) First, this man analyzed the ore yttria and found it to be a composite of silica and some other earth metal; he
became the second man to have an element named after him.
Answer: Johan Gadolin
b) Second, name the Swedish chemist (student of Berzelius) who isolated erbium and terbium from that ore.
Answer: Carl Mosander
c) Finally, name the fifth element to come from the same ore, this one named after the hometown of its isolator,
Georges Urbain.
Answer: Lutetium
9.
Let us take a moment to look back with pleasure at the life and career of Phil Paley. Who? Phil Paley,
of course - the guy who was the monkeyboy on Land of the Lost. For 10 points each, answer these questions
about Phil Paley.
a) At the age of 9, he became the youngest black belt in US history, as a student at what man's karate school?
Answer: Chuck Norris
b) What was the name of the monkeyboy on Land of the Lost?
Answer: Chaka
c) Paley has re-entered the American consciousness recently, because Rodney Sheppard, the guitarist for this
band, was mistakenly identified on a VHl special as having played Chaka as a youth.
Answer: Sugar Ray
10.
Tweek Coffee comes exclusively from South Park. Given a type of coffee, name the nation from which
it comes FTP each.
A. AA
answer: Kenya
B. Mandheling
answer: Indonesia
C. Kona
answer: United States

11 .
Here are some more economics definitions; give the term FTPE:
a)
An obligation of the Treasury maturing within one year, bearing no interest but sold at a discount.
Answer:
T -bill or Treasury Bill
b)
An issuing of a number of shares for each share of stock currently outstanding
Answer:
stock split
c)
Finance and investment company that buys a variety of shares and sells units from the combined
portfolio to the public
mutual fund
Answer:
12.
Some folks really can fold maps. Name these projections FTPE:
(a) This is the best known conformal projection, useful to sailors because all angles can be accurately drawn as
straight lines. However, it skews size so badly that Greenland appears as large as South America.
Answer: Mercator projection
(b) This is the most widely used equal area projection; it gets size right but badly distorts shape.
Answer: Mollweide projection
(c) In 1988 the National Geographic Society adopted this compromise projection for its standard world map.
Answer: Robinson projection
13 .
30-20-10, name the author from a list of works and pseudonyms.
30) As "Rosetta Stone", "Because a Little Bug Went Ka-Choo"
20) As Theo LeSieg, "I Wish that I Had Duck Feet" and "Ten Apples Up on Top"
10) As his most familiar pseudonym, "You're Only Old Once!" and "Yertle the Turtle"
Answer: Theodore Geisel (or Dr. Seuss)
14.
Identify these French sociologists FTP each.
A. Given that he coined the term 'sociology,' this author of The Course of Positive Philosophy could be called
the first sociologist.
answer: Auguste Comte
B. He examined The Rules of Sociological Method as well as Suicide.
answer: Emile Durkheim
C. This semiotician's sociological examinations include Mythologies and The Empire of Signs.
answer: Roland Barthes
15.
Identify these odd things found in cells FTP each.
A. These 'holes' allow for the storage of substances and allow for excretion
answer: vacuoles
B. These cylindircal organelles don't show up - except when they organize microtubules to form the spindle
during cell division
answer: ~centrioles
C. These organelles contain various digestive enzymes. Sometimes they rupture & destroy the cell
answer: ~Iysosomes
16.
Given a description, name the tale by Nathaniel Hawthorne FTP each.
A. Parson Hooper wears this spooky thing
answer: The Minister's Black Veil
B. A scientist wants to see if people would make the same stupid mistakes all over again
answer: Dr. Heidegger's Experiment
C. Georgiana Aylmer is perfect - except for one thing - according to her husband

answer: The Birthmark
17.
Identify these Supreme Court cases pertaining to state labor laws.
In this 1905 case the Court voided a New York law limiting the work day to ten hours, arguing that the law
violated workers' freedom of contract.
Lochner V. New York
Answer
In this 1908 case, the court upheld a state law limiting the work day to ten hours for women, largely on the basis
of sociological data regarding the effects oflong work hours on the health and morals of women.
Muller V. Oregon
Answer
In this 1917 case, the court accepted a ten hour work day for both men and women, but voided the state's
minimum wage law, again citing workers' freedom of contract.
Bunting V. Oregon
Answer
18.
For the stated number of points, answer these questions about the beginning of the Trojan War.
a) First, 5 points for one, 15 for both, at whose wedding did Eris throw the apple of discontent?
Answer: Thetis and Peleus
b) 5 points each, name the three goddesses that fought over the apple in question.
Answer: Aphrodite. Hera, and Athena
19.
Not counting Alexander Karadjordjevic, the claimant to the Yugoslav throne, there are 10 active
European monarchies. For 5 points each, given a nation, name the ruling monarch. (If there's a number, you
must give it as well to earn the points.)
Answer: Beatrix
a) Netherlands
Answer: Harald V
b) Norway
c) Monaco
Answer: Rainier TIl
Answer: Juan Carlos I
d) Spain
Answer: Margrethe II
e) Denmark
Answer: Jean
f) Luxembourg
20.
According to the Kyoto Accords the United States will have to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions. One
of the most practical ways to do this is through increased use of nuclear power. So, FTPE, identify the
following types of commercial reactors that are used here and abroad to produce such electricity.
1) This reactor type needs a U-235 enrichment to between 2 and 4%. Its water cooled, moderated and reflected.
It's most notable for cruciform control rods and in-core boiling. The control rods are inserted from the bottom of
the core in an effort to flatten the axial flux profile. There is only a primary coolant loop. Also, this type of
reactor is manufactured exclusively by GE.
Answer:
boiling water reactor or BWR
2) This reactor type also needs a U-235 enrichment of 2-4%. Also water cooled, moderated, and reflected it
uses control rod clusters which are usually fully removed from the top of the core during power runs. Water is
not boiled in the core but in steam generators. There are primary and secondary coolant loops. This type of
reactor is manufactured by Westinghouse, ABB/Combustion Engineering, and other vendors around the world.
Answer:
pressurized water reactor or PWR
3) This type of reactor utilizes a mixed uranium and plutonium oxide fuel, with 10-20 weight percent plutonium.
Hexagonal pin bundles are typical, as is the liquid sodium coolant. There is no neutron moderation. A uranium238 blanket is another typical feature present to create new fuel for use in later cycles. Examples are EBR-I and
II and the Superphenix in France.
Answer:
liquid metal fast breeder reactor or LMFBR

